This survey above with Table 1 indicates that the content of the Sri parivarta has been enlarged through the complex process and we can thus not tell here simply the number of the stages of formation6). Though there appear mundane merits in Quot. 1, these merits are only concerned with the monk who preaches the Suv and are not tosatisfy one's ordinary desires.
We can thus say that the nature of these merits described here are the same as those in the Saddharmapundarika (SP) or at the beginning of the Sarasvati parivarta which precedes this Sri parivarta (see Suzuki [2004113-14) .
The way of performing the acts of honor (puja) cited in Quot. 2 had already become common in Buddhism before the Suv, but the rite here seems different from the previous one in its application to the satisfaction of one's ordinary desires.
The two sets of magic spells for mundane merits cited in Quot. 3 and appearing in §4 are the only magic spells described in the Suvc17) , while these kinds of magic spells appear very frequently in the SuvC3, the latest and the largest form of all the versions of the Suv (See Mibu . We can notice here that signs leading to developments into the SuvC3 were already apparent in the SuvC1. Though employing magic spells had already become common in Buddhism before the Suv such as in the Dharani parivarta (in the SP), these magic spells here seem more advanced than before for the same reason we see in the commentary on Quot. 2.
We can infer from Quot. 4 that the Suv introduced the Hindu rites with making a circle of cow-dung primarily in order to accomplish performer's ordinary desires.
This is the only example of this kind of Hindu ritual described in the SuvC18 that is to be assumed as one of the signs mentioned above. What calls our attention here is that the description of the religious act in Quot. 4 is so simple that it cannot be considered an "instruction manual." Predicated on the previous series of studies on the Suv, it allows us to suppose that the way of practicing this Hindu rite had already become well-known to the compilers and the proponents of the Suv, and that the compilers of the Suv introduced and adopted it as a [Mahayana] Buddhist rite in order to assert to the proponents that they became able to practice this rite as a 3) This Lord is also referred to in the Aryasrimahddevivyakarana, GILGIT MANU-SCRIPTS Vol. 1 (Bibliotheca Indo-Buddhica No. 14), Delhi: Sri Satguru Publications, 1984 (Second Edition). 4) This may have some connection with the Buddhist myth that the goddess Sri is the
